
*Difficulty Standards: 

Easy: The easier walks are usually shorter, say 5 to 10Km, have a smaller height gain of, say, up to 200m, and 
are mostly on roads, good tracks and established footpaths; although we try to avoid metalled roads where 
possible. 

Moderate: Moderate walks tend to be 8 to 12Km with a height gain up to 500m and might include some 
rough ground and short scrambles. 

More Demanding: The more demanding walks might be longer, have more height gain, be on rougher terrain or 
any combination thereof.  

(For anyone unfamiliar with the term height gain this is the total amount of going uphill on the walk, and 
consequently, going downhill, it is not necessarily the altitude difference between the start point and the highest 
point of the walk.) 

Hondón Valley Walking Group 

Walk Ref # 510  The Almond Blossom Walk 

Day : Friday  Date:  10 February 2017 Time:  10.00am  

Distance:   8.5 Km  Height gain: 111 m Est’d Duration: 2hrs 30min  

Est’d Difficulty*:  Easy, plus a some rough ground and a short scramble.   

RV Location:  Barbaroja Social Centre, in middle of village.    (N 38.277166: W -0.962231) 

Lunch: No. 

Walk Description: A circular walk starting on metalled roads out of the village and 

moving onto unmade tracks amongst the almond fields. Two very short interludes on roads 

and descending into a dry barranco for the second half of the walk. Emerging into almond 

fields again, with a short walk through a 1.8m concrete pipe (I am 1.82m tall, so I need to 

duck!) the alternative to the pipe is a short scramble out of one field and into the next. 

Returning through almond fields and a road to Barbaroja. 

Special Notes: 

Equipment: Some of the tracks were degraded by the recent heavy rains, but most have 

been sorted out to provide access to the fields; however, they have yet to settle firmly so there 

is quite a lot of walking on loose stone. Walking boots providing ankle support recommended 

and a stick or pole if you feel uncomfortable on loose footings. 

Dogs: This walk is suitable for well behaved dogs under owner control. 

Other: I will walk the route in the week and notify you of any necessary changes, but 

hopefully we will have a pleasant walk. 

Please remember that you walk at your own risk. 

Philip 


